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1.This is Drumk 2
Thank you for choosing Drumk 2!

Drumk 2 is a Max For Live devices we produce for advanced 
sample manipulation.

Drumk 2 contains, in addition to the software, a copy of this 
manual, which can helps you to better understand this 
software and its potential.

This document will guide you through a complete overview of 
the product. After reading it, you should be able to use it on 
perfect, so we recommend that you take the time to read this 
guide in its entirely.

Ableton Live 8 and the Max For Live add-on are required (refer 
to our website to know which are the Ableton Live 8 version 
supported for every released version): Drumk 2 is a Max For 
Live instrument and works both on Mac OS® X and 
Windows®.

Drumk 2 is currently available as single product.

Thanks to the Max For Live total integration, you will find a 
description for each Drumk 2 parameter in the Ableton Live 
Info View, and you can easily automate each parameter inside 
Ableton Live.

Drumk 2 is totally OpenSoundControl compatible and this 
manual contains a detailed OSC implementation chart.

We suggest to follow K-Devices via Facebook, Twitter, Google
+, or sign up our Newsletter, in order to keep you updated 
about future updates.

K-Devices
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2.License
Installing the device on your computer means that you have 
read and agree K-Devices End-User License Agreement. You 
have a copy of it downloaded with the software.

3.Installation
To install the device double click on the .alp file contained in 
the downloaded package. Device, presets, and Ableton Live 
Lessons will be automatically installed.

Drumk 2 device and presets will be installed in the Ableton 
Live Library:

Instruments / Max Instrument / Drumk 2 by K-Devices

To see the Drumk 2 Live Lesson please go to:

View / Help View / Lessons / Show all add-on Lessons / Drumk 
2 by K-Devices
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4.Interface Overview
The interface is composed by 8 main areas:

- Info Area

- Global Functions Area

- Time Functions Area

- Grid Area

- Handle Area

- External Area

- Envelopes Area

- Snap Area

4.1.Info Area
Drumk 2 button shows the about window, which includes the 
software version and the link to K-Devices website and social 
networks.
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4.2.Global Functions Area
Global Functions Area contains global commands as sample 
in use, the play mode, the reset of default values etc.

Steps/midi switch sets Drumk 2’s play mode. In steps mode, 
steps are triggered in sync with Ableton Live, referring to the 
chosen tempo information.

In midi mode, steps are triggered by incoming midi notes. To 
use this mode you need to allow Drumk 2’s track to receive 
midi notes.

Each mode has an additional feature. In steps mode, 
drunkwalk randomizes the order of the steps. In midi mode, 
loop repeats the played step until a note off message is 
received.

Two sample areas allow the upload of two audio files at the 
same time. Once a sample is loaded, the file name and its 
length will appear in its sample area.

Waveforms are displayed according to the following rules:

- only “sample slices” relative to the current triggered step 
are displayed;

- amp (see multislider amp) sets the waveform vertical zoom 
(higher amp values displays larger waveform amplitude);

- x-fade (see multislider x-fade) sets the opacity of each 
triggered slice of sample. A value of 100% in a specific 
step will hide a waveform and display with 100% of opacity 
the other.

The switch count | freeze works in this way:

- count: nothing happens, equals to off status;

- freeze: current slice is repeated;

The T switch, placed in the right bottom of the first sample 
area, synchronizes Ableton Live bpm to the first sample bpm: if 
T is on, Ableton Live Project bpm is updated when the first 
sample is loaded. Bpm is obtained assuming a sample length 
equal to 1 bar; to set different lengths just set up bars befora 
dropping a sample (see the following paragraph).
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The smooth switch applies an amplitude envelope per slice, 
avoiding clicks due to sample “slicing”.

The reset button, displayed as a blank sheet in the top right of 
this area restores, all parameters to default values (except for 
snap area).

Note about use of samples

In order to obtain a perfect sound with all parameters set 
as default, is recommended to use samples matching 
Ableton Live tempo and equal to 1 bar. By the way, in 
order to obtain unpredictable sounds, you can try using 
samples with different lengths and bpm.

Question and Answer

Why does not Drumk 2 automatically adapts the sample in 
use to current Ableton Live Set beat length? 

Ableton Live already has amazing tools to edit, stretch and 
warp audio samples. We decided to let you choose if use 
or not use synced audio or not synced audio.

By the way, you can set Ableton Live Transport bpm as the 
first sample bpm using the “T” switch.

4.3.Time Functions Area
This section includes all tempo parameters.

Samples are divided in a defined number of slices: this number 
is defined by steps.

Bars sets the length, in bars, of a steps cycle.

If steps is set up to 16, and bars to 1, then each step is 1/16; if 
bars is 2, then each step is 1/8, and so on...

Var means variation and gives you the chance to set a tempo 
resolution different by the main one: this second resolution is 
called variation.

This variation happens relative to the horizontal slider 
parameter (time prob): this slider defines the percentage ratio 
between main tempo resolution and variation. Slider 
completely at left means no variations; sliding it to right there 
will happen more and more variations until it is completely on 
the right: in this case variation is the only resolution in use.
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The last parameters walker res sets the walker resolution. This 
function, (you will find it in other areas), walks step values in 
slider and grid at the chosen resolution. Walker gives a 
constant variations to your sounds, decreasing chance to 
create a “loop effect”.

4.4.Grid Area
Grid area manages the playing order of the sample slices and 
the directions in which these are read.

All main parameters are on the left. From top to bottom:

- walker activates locally this parameter (when active the 
selected slice color becomes yellow);

- up/down arrow sets walker direction;

- steps and direction sections use random and default 
buttons. As name suggests, the first randomizes the grid or 
slide read directions, the second resets to default values.

Direction has a dial in addition to rand and default: it is called 
scratch, and it applies a time interpolation to playback 
variation.

You can obviously interact with the grid with mouse too.
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Each grid column represent a part of the audio sample. 
Sixteen columns mean that audio sample is sliced in sixteen 
parts, ordered from left to right. You can choose to play a 
different slice instead of the default one: in this way you can 
easily reorder parts of the sample. Each rows is linked with a 
slice, as columns, from bottom to top.

You can use different play mode for each slice clicking on 
direction symbols under the grid: 

- right arrow: usual slice read;

- left arrow: reverse slice reading;

- x: slice read at 0 speed, means silence.

The current step is marked by a lighter column (please do not 
confuse lighter column with columns 1 - 5 - 9 - n... that are 
lighter by default to help you navigate through the matrix).

4.5.Handle Area
Handle Area contains all the tools designed to edit in real time 
the loaded samples.

These parameters are controlled with multisliders, in order to 
have different values for each step.

With the vertical tabs on the left you can choose which 
parameter to display and edit. They are:

- x-fade: manages ratio between the two samples per step 
modifying the amplitude. When slider is at its minimum 
value only the first sample is played, if the slider value is at 
its maximum only the second is played. All values between 
min and max interpolate volume between samples;

- length: sets duration of the envelope per step. Maximum 
value sets an envelope duration as long as the entire step 
(obtained automatically from sample length, resolution and 
Ableton Live tempo). A minimum value creates only short 
clicks;
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- roll: if you set it at minimum (default), the sample slice 
length is equal to original length. As much as roll increase, 
the sample slice becomes shorter, leaving a gap. This gap 
is filled with the same sample slice. In this way you can 
easily create funny “drill” effects;

- speed: defines the speed used to read the step slice (1.00 
is equal to original speed; range is from 0.00 a 100.00). 
Pitch will be obviously modified if you play steps at 
different speed; 

- pan: places that step in the stereo panorama. In this case 
we preferred to use a grid instead of a multislider in order 
to make the edit easier;

- amp: sets different amplitude for each step. 
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In the lower part of this area, speed min, speed max,  amp min 
and amp max allows you to define a specific range for 
multisliders speed and amp: in this way you can set little and 
accurate variations for each step.

Tabs on the right are similar to parameters found in the grid 
area:

- walker activates locally this parameter;

- left/right arrow sets walker direction;

- param and global sections use random and default 
buttons. As name suggests, in param you can randomize 
and restore to default values only that parameter. In global 
you can randomize or restore to default all six parameters 
with one click.
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4.6.External Area
One of the big deals in Drumk 2 is that now you can easily 
control external parameters, as Ableton Live graphical user 
interface parameters, external devices or third party plugins.

To access external area just click on the drumk / ext switch 
located on the lower left part of the handle area.

You can match and control up to four external parameters in 
this area.

As for the handle area, you can use the tab on the left to move 
inside this area:

- set: this section is used to match external parameters to 
multisliders. Just click on the select button on the desired 
row and click on the desired external parameter. Device 
and parameter name will be displayed on the right of the 
select button (it deactivates automatically as soon as a 
parameter is matched with that row).

- 1-4: select and display multislider to edit their step values. 
Each multislider has min and max values, in order to scale 
multislider outgoing values.

- ramptime is used to insert an interpolation between 
consecutive steps, a sort of glide.
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4.7.Envelopes Area
This area generates amplitude envelopes for each triggered 
step.

Use peak and shape parameters to generate different kinds 
of envelopes, from pulse to triangle or trapezoid.

Use the monitor below them to have an idea of the actial 
shape of the envelope.

4.8.Snap Area
This area contains parameters to create and use snapshots. 

4.8.1.Snapshots Tab

Drumk 2 stores up to eight snapshots. Each snapshot has 
three buttons, from left to right:

- recall the snapshot modifying all device parameters with 
one click;

- store current settings as a snapshot;
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Do not mix up “snapshot” with “preset”: Ableton Live 
archives a device configuration in its library as a preset. 
This configuration is indexed and searchable in the 
Ableton Live browser.

Snapshot are different: they are saved inside of the preset. 
In this way each Ableton Live preset can store up to eight 
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- delete the snapshot.

Lock button, located between store and delete, allows you to 
temporary block store and delete snapshots button, in order to 
avoid accidental modification, for example during a live show.

4.8.2.Gestures Tab

Gestures tab gives you an alternative to snapshots recall.

If you change snapshot with recall, there will be no transition. If 
you change snapshot using gestures there will be a defined 
transition between old and new snapshot.

You can define for each gesture:

- starting snapshot

- ending snapshot

- transition time (in milliseconds or Ableton Live tempo 
relative length)

Time/sync switch lets you choose to link length values to an 
Ableton Live tempo relative duration or to a defined absolute 
value in milliseconds.

Grey buttons on the left trigger each gesture.

4.8.3.Snapshots parameters

Drumk 2 graphical user interface can be splitted in two parts, 

referring to snapshots and gestures: 

- parameters in global area and time functions area are 
NOT modifiable by snapshots;

- all others parameters can be morphed and stored in the 
eight snapshots.

This has been done thinking about user experience: while it’s 
extremely useful to modify grid, multislider, or envelope 
parameters, the chance to control directly or automate other 
parameters like drunkwalk, freeze, time variation can be very 
interesting for the user, mainly during live shows.
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4.8.4.Snapshots and automations

Snapshots recall (of the entire shapshot or of an intermediate 
position between two snapshot), can be controlled by one 
parameter: an “hidden numbox” placed over the “recall arrow” 
in the top of the recall column.

In this way you can easily MIDI learn this function with a MIDI 
Continuous Controller.
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5.Open Sound Control
Drumk 2 offers a complete integration with the ultra-flexible 
and powerful Open Sound Control protocol.

For more information about OSC protocol please take a look 
here.

To use OSC in Drumk 2 you need to access and configure it, 
via the OSC Panel. Click on the OSC button above the sample 
areas to open it.

5.1.OSC Panel Overview
In sets the input port. If you only need to control Drumk 2 from 
a remote OSC application, you only need to set up this port in 
Drumk 2, and enable the receive button in the top right of the 
panel (when enabled it becomes green). Then click the gray 
button on the right of the out box to enter the value.

By the way, if you move parameters on your computer and on 
your OSC remote controller, you may have a response from 
Drumk 2 updating parameters on your controller.

In this case you have to setup also the destination IP address 
and the out port, and enable the send and receive button in the 
right of the panel. Then click the two gray buttons on the right 
to enter the values.

From MFL displays messages from Drumk 2 in the Max 
window. From external displays incoming messages in the Max

window.

Open OSC com. panel button opens Max window.

The dump button sends current status of each parameter to 
OSC external device. This is very helpful to update all the 
parameters in your OSC remote.
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5.2.OSC implementation chart
Prefix (add “/drumk2” before) Data Format Input Values Recognized Transmitted Description

/bars integer 0 ÷ 2 O O number of bars for the used samples
/delete integer 1 ÷ 8 O X delete snapshots
/drunkwalk integer 0 ÷ 1 O O activates drunkwalk function
/env/shape floating 0. ÷ 0.5 O O defines the shape of the envelope
/env/peak floating -1. ÷ 1. O O sets the direction of the shape
/ext/e_global_def integer 0 ÷ 1 O X defaults all external multislider
/ext/e_global_rand integer 0 ÷ 1 O X randomizes all external multislider
/ext/e_walker integer 0 ÷ 1 O O walker function for external multislider
/ext/e_walker_dir integer 0 ÷ 1 O O chose direction for external walker function
/ext/def_ext1 integer 0 ÷ 1 O X defaults ext1
/ext/def_ext2 integer 0 ÷ 1 O X defaults ext2
/ext/def_ext3 integer 0 ÷ 1 O X defaults ext3
/ext/def_ext4 integer 0 ÷ 1 O X defaults ext4
/ext/ext1 integer list 0 ÷ 127 (per step number) O O sets ext1 steps
/ext/ext2 integer list 0 ÷ 127 (per step number) O O sets ext2 steps
/ext/ext3 integer list 0 ÷ 127 (per step number) O O sets ext3 steps
/ext/ext4 integer list 0 ÷ 127 (per step number) O O sets ext4 steps
/ext/rnd_ext1 integer 0 ÷ 1 O X randomizes ext1
/ext/rnd_ext2 integer 0 ÷ 1 O X randomizes ext2
/ext/rnd_ext3 integer 0 ÷ 1 O X randomizes ext3
/ext/rnd_ext4 integer 0 ÷ 1 O X randomizes ext4
/freeze integer 0 ÷ 1 O O activates freeze function
/gestures integer 1 ÷ 8 O X triggers gestures
/grid/dir_def integer 0 ÷ 1 O X defaults grid directions
/grid/dir_rand integer 0 ÷ 1 O X randomizes grid directions
/grid/scratch floating 0. ÷ 1. O O adds scratch effect to triggered slice
/grid/steps integer list 1 ÷ 32 (per step number) O O grid step values
/grid/steps_def integer 0 ÷ 1 O X defaults grid
/grid/steps_rand integer 0 ÷ 1 O X randomizes grid
/grid/walker integer 0 ÷ 1 O O activates grid walker function
/grid/walker_dir integer 0 ÷ 1 O O chose direction for grid walker function
/handle/amp integer list 0 ÷ 127 (per step number) O O manages the amplitude per step
/handle/amp_min floating 0. ÷ 3. O O defines the minimum amplitude
/handle/amp_max floating 0. ÷ 3. O O defines the maximum amplitude
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Prefix (add “/drumk2” before) Data Format Input Values Recognized Transmitted Description

/handle/def_amp integer 0 ÷ 1 O X randomizes amp handle
/handle/def_length integer 0 ÷ 1 O X randomizes length handle
/handle/def_pan integer 0 ÷ 1 O X randomizes pan handle
/handle/def_roll integer 0 ÷ 1 O X randomizes roll handle
/handle/def_speed integer 0 ÷ 1 O X randomizes speed handle
/handle/def_xfade integer 0 ÷ 1 O X randomizes xfade handle
/handle/h_global_def integer 0 ÷ 1 O X defaults all handle multislider
/handle/h_global_rand integer 0 ÷ 1 O X randomizes all handle multislider
/handle/h_walker integer 0 ÷ 1 O O walker function for handle multislider
/handle/h_walker_dir integer 0 ÷ 1 O O chose direction for handle walker function
/handle/length integer list 0 ÷ 127 (per step number) O O manages the step length
/handle/pan integer list 1 ÷ 9 (per step number) O O defines the panorama per step
/handle/rnd_amp integer 0 ÷ 1 O X randomizes amp handle
/handle/rnd_length integer 0 ÷ 1 O X randomizes length handle
/handle/rnd_pan integer 0 ÷ 1 O X randomizes pan handle
/handle/rnd_roll integer 0 ÷ 1 O X randomizes roll handle
/handle/rnd_speed integer 0 ÷ 1 O X randomizes speed handle
/handle/rnd_xfade integer 0 ÷ 1 O X randomizes xfade handle
/handle/roll integer list 0 ÷ 127 (per step number) O O roll effect (defined per step)
/handle/speed integer list 0 ÷ 127 (per step number) O O playback speed per step
/handle/speed_min floating 0. ÷ 100. O O minimum playback speed
/handle/speed_max floating 0. ÷ 100. O O maximum playback speed
/handle/xfade integer list 0 ÷ 127 (per step number) O O xfade between samples per step
/loop integer 0 ÷ 1 O O activates loop in midi mode
/mode integer 0 ÷ 1 O O switches between steps and midi mode
/snapshots integer 1 ÷ 8 O X triggers snapshots
/steps integer 0 ÷ 3 X O number of steps
/s integer 0 ÷ 32 X O current step number (0 is off)
/store integer 1 ÷ 8 O X store snapshots
/var integer 0 ÷ 2 O O variation value
/var_amt floating 0. ÷ 1. O O amount of variation value
/walker_res integer 0 ÷ 3 O O sets walker resolution
/zerox integer 0 ÷ 1 O O smooths attack
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